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acting as soil stabilizer

From the SLRAS we know that ocean levels may rise as much as 5 feet during this cen-
tury.  Due to the low lying topography of the area, this will render the majority of the area 
conventionally uninhabitable.

The planning and construction of such a novel project could serve as a case study for other areas, adding 
to available knowledge and establishing San Diego as a leader in innovative, adaptive design and planning.  

The final stage of this infrastructure project would support high end destination development, ensuring 
a steady stream of tax revenue for the city and tourism dollars for local businesses.  It would provide the 
opportunity for private development of unique homes and businesses that occupy a space like no other in 
the world.

There are three basic strategies used to address rising sea levels: reinforcement, adaptation, and managed re-
treat.  Reinforcement is generally futile due to the unrelenting forces of weathering and astronomical cost of proj-
ects- often with little result.  Managed retreat is prudent and necessary but the associated costs exceed what most 
will consider acceptable losses, especially when considering property costs in the area.  Adaptation is necessary 
to maintain some use of the area and to provide as much time as possible for communities to adapt and evolve to 
the inevitable changes they are faced with.

The new area will also serve as a destination unlike any other.  Although there are many wonderful and unique things 
about this city, it lacks a distinctive identity due to the diversity of the population and niche appeal of many of the local at-
tractions.  Areas can be popular, but few can be attractive to everyone.  This project could establish a more concrete local 
identity through the creation of a unique new community.

To take full advantage of the changing landscape we propose also managing the retreat of the shoreline and 
establishing much of the area within the bay as a natural habitat park.  To do this, buffer zones should be cre-
ated that move with the changing shoreline.  The shoreline will provide an excellent area for restoration work, 
temporary recreation paths, and educational opportunities for students.  Inland of the restoration zone, an agri-
cultural area will be established to take advantage of newly available salt-water crops to improve our local food 
supply.

Mission Beach 2100 is a long-range infrastructure and regulatory plan that aims to address the rising sea level 
that will be effecting much of the Mission Bay area over the following century.  This proposal represents an 
important step in the implementation of long range planning that will be necessary to address climate change 
while remaining resilient, productive, and prosperous in the coming years.  

This plan addresses many of the issues raised in the recently released draft Climate Action Plan while remaining fiscal-
ly responsible and providing opportunity in the local community.  It is recommended that this plan be studied further as 
part of the comprehensive strategies outlined in the “Sea Level Rise Adaptation Strategy for San Diego Bay” (SLRAS).
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Colonnades will be created by the pylons placed in preparation for the larger infrastructure.  This will increase 
seperation between car and pedestrian traffic,  improving the current fell of the community.  String lights will add a 
colorful splash to the street while reducing light pollution from omni-directional street lights.

Once the sea level reaches a point of consistently innundating over the area cars will not be allowed and a raised 
two-tier walkway will be installed.  The ground level will be used for foot traffic and outdoor activies when the water 
is low.  The middle level will be used for faster paced traffic as in bicyclists, bike taxis, mopeds, and other light-duty 
transportation.  The top level will be reserved for pedestrian traffic and be utilized as the  arterial walkways to the 
remaining residential properties.

As the remaining beach is covered with water, maintaining a residence win the area will become more difficult due 
to lack of quick connection to the rest of the city.  Larger developments will be built to utilize this new framwork for 
attractions and entertainment.  

At this point in the plan only large developments will be included along the infrastructure.  This will create a desti-
nation for world wide travelers to expereince the exciting atmosphere that this “floating city” will create.  The water 
level will be high enough to include water transportation to provide a quicker and more efficient path to travel for 
inhabitants to the rest of the city.  
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